An intra-host mathematical model on interaction between HIV and malaria.
In this paper a mathematical model is proposed for the interaction of the immune system with HIV viruses and malaria parasites in an individual host. It consists of a system of three coupled ordinary differential equations, which represents the rate of change in the concentration of malaria parasites, HIV viruses and immunity effector within a host, respectively. The theoretical model gives insight into the biological balance between pathogen replication and the immune response to the pathogen: persistence versus elimination of the pathogen, which determines the outcome of infection. Dynamical analysis shows that the outcomes of the interactions between the immune system of the host with either malaria parasites or HIV viruses are dramatic such as malaria infection promoting proliferation of HIV virus, HIV infection increasing the risk from malaria and the immune system of the host failing to keep the diseases under control, etc. The results provide a new perspective for understanding of the complexity mechanisms of the co-infection (or dual infection) with malaria and HIV in a host.